
Visual Perception Test Template

Professional Information

Assessor's Name:

Date of Assessment:

Location:

Client's Name:

Age:

Reason for Referral:

Instructions for the Assessor

1. Ensure the testing environment is quiet, well-lit, and free from distractions.

2. Explain the test procedures to the client in a clear and age-appropriate manner.

3. Record all responses accurately.

4. Observe and note any behaviors that might impact the test's results (e.g., attention issues, 
     guessing).

Test Sections

Section 1: Visual Discrimination

1. Purpose: To assess the ability to differentiate between objects and shapes.

2. Materials: Sets of similar-looking objects or pictures, including pairs that are very similar but 
    slightly differ in size, color, orientation, or minor details.

3. Procedure: Present two objects or pictures simultaneously and ask the client to identify 
    similarities and differences.

Comments:



Section 2: Visual Memory

1. Purpose: To evaluate the ability to remember visual details after a brief presentation.

2. Materials: A variety of easily memorizable and recallable images, including simple objects, 
    complex scenes, or sequences of items.

3. Procedure: Briefly show an image or object to the client, remove it from view, and ask the 
    client to describe or select it from a group of images or objects.

Comments:

Section 3: Spatial Relationships

1. Purpose: To assess perception of the position of objects about oneself or other objects.

2. Materials: Blocks, pictures with various orientations, and images requiring understanding 
    spatial concepts (over, under, beside).

2. Procedure: Ask the client to replicate patterns or identify when parts of a picture are out of 
    place.

Comments:

Section 4: Form Constancy

1. Purpose: To assess the ability to recognize forms and objects regardless of their orientation, 
    size, and shape.

2. Materials: Objects, pictures, or shapes in various sizes and orientations, requiring recognition 
    despite changes.

3. Procedure: Present objects or pictures in different orientations or sizes and ask the client to 
    identify them.

Comments:



Section 5: Sequential Memory

1. Purpose: To evaluate the ability to remember a sequence of visual items.

2. Materials: A sequence of simple to complex images or patterns for the client to memorize and 
    replicate.

3. Procedure: Present a sequence of images or objects, then ask the client to replicate the 
    sequence.

Comments:

Section 6: Figure-Ground Differentiation

1. Purpose: To assess the ability to distinguish objects from a background.

2. Materials: Complex scenes or patterns with specific items to identify, designed to assess focus 
    on details amidst irrelevant information.

3. Procedure: Ask the client to identify specific items within a complex background.

Comments:

Section 7: Visual Closure

1. Purpose: To evaluate the ability to identify incomplete figures.

2. Materials: Pictures of incomplete objects or shapes where parts are missing or only partially 
    shown.

3. Procedure: Present incomplete images and ask the client to identify them.

Comments:



Recommendations

Based on the assessment results, provide tailored recommendations for interventions, 
accommodations, or further evaluations as necessary.

Assessor's Observations and Comments

Include relevant observations regarding the client's behavior, attention, and engagement during 
the test.


	Include relevant observations regarding the client s behavior attention and engagement during the testRow1: 
Macy was attentive and motivated throughout the testing session. She asked for clarifications when needed and was determined to perform well on all tasks. Some frustration was noted during spatial relationship challenges, suggesting a targeted area for intervention.
	Based on the assessment results provide tailored recommendations for interventions accommodations or further evaluations as necessaryRow1: While Macy shows strong visual discrimination and figure-ground differentiation skills, her challenges with spatial relationships could be affecting her math and puzzle-solving abilities. Incorporating spatial reasoning activities and puzzles into her routine may help improve these skills. 

Further assessment by an occupational therapist might provide additional strategies to support her development in this area.
	CommentsRow1_5: 
Macy had moderate success with sequential memory tasks, showing capability with short sequences but struggling as complexity increased.
	CommentsRow1_7: 
Macy was proficient in identifying incomplete figures, with minor challenges only in the most abstract presentations.
	CommentsRow1_6: 
Macy excelled in identifying items against busy backgrounds, quickly and accurately pinpointing required objects.
	CommentsRow1_2: 
Macy showed good visual memory skills, accurately recalling a wide range of images. She was particularly adept at remembering complex scenes.
	CommentsRow1_4: 
Macy demonstrated strong form constancy, easily recognizing various objects and shapes despite changes in size or orientation.
	CommentsRow1_3: 
Macy encountered difficulties with understanding some spatial relationships, particularly in orienting shapes in space and replicating complex patterns.
	Assessor s Name: Dr. Alex Rivera
	Date of Assessment: March 11, 2024
	Location: Bright Futures Pediatric Clinic
	Client s Name: Macy Lisbon
	Age: 10
	Reason for ReferralRow1: 
Evaluation requested due to difficulties in math and puzzle-solving activities, suggesting potential challenges with spatial reasoning and visual analysis.

	CommentsRow1: 
Macy displayed a high ability to discern slight differences between similar objects and shapes, performing well even with complex comparisons.


